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Optimal Transmission Regulation in Restructured Electricity Markets Thomas Roderick January 10, 2014



Abstract In this paper I quantify the welfare effects and economic distortions in the Texas restructured electricity market under current, first-best, and second-best transmission pricing policies. Restructured electricity markets are a recent policy innovation to separate wholesale and retail functions from traditional electric utility firms, leaving only the transmission functions regulated. A regulator’s choice in transmission pricing policy affects the entire wholesale market that relies on transmission firms for fulfillment. I find that a 73% reduction of dead weight loss could be attained under a second-best pricing policy, which translates to a $1.01 billion improvement to an annual $20 billion market. JEL Classification Codes: L510, L940, K23 Keywords: Deregulation, Rate Regulated, Regulated Industries
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Introduction



Electricity is a fundamental part of the modern economy. Broadly, one can separate electricity supply into three categories: power producers (generators), power deliverers (transmission firms), and retailers (power companies). Recent policy and technical innovations have opened up the generator and retailer functions to entry and competition while keeping the separate transmission portion regulated. This paper investigates the problem of the regulator, which faces a number of tensions when balancing social welfare with firm participation incentives. 1



To investigate the regulator’s problem I examine the fundamental economic tensions and quantify the welfare distortions of the current transmission pricing policy in Texas versus a first-best and second-best outcome.1 In regulating transmission firms, regulators use policies that affect wholesale energy market participants, including consumers and generators. Typically transmission firms are natural monopolies. They serve many different types of consumers; the standard formulation of this setup is a Ramsey-Boiteux type model which maximizes social welfare subject to the firm’s budget breaking even. The Ramsey-Boiteux model recommends a departure from marginal cost pricing with prices that are proportional to each consumer type’s elasticities of demand; this departure then pays for fixed and variable costs through a per-unit price. My paper builds on this classical framework by incorporating the transmission firm as a regulated fulfiller of the deregulated wholesale market. The current policy of electricity regulation does not follow this theoretical feasible optimum, and instead uses a different rule that ignores consumer heterogeneity and demand response completely. By ignoring these economically significant effects, these regulatory policies institutionalize misallocations of economic resources by market participants. My empirical focus is the Texas electricity market, which adopted a separated wholesale market structure in 1999 and deregulated retail market structure in 2002. At 1.22 trillion USD per year the Texas economy is larger than the fifteenth largest national economy; because of this, electricity transmission rates play a major role in production and consumption decisions of downstream manufacturers and residents. The transmission network serving the majority of Texas is functionally an island, it is separate from the rest of the United State’s electricity grid. This area, operated by the nonprofit Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), is subject primarily only to state regulators instead of a fusion of state, regional, and federal regulatory authorities. Further, regulation policies in Texas reflect other state commission policies [McDermott, 2012]. These facts make the Texas market a strong candidate for the study of optimal transmission pricing. 1



See appendix A for a review of Ramsey pricing.
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The transmission network in Texas is owned by municipalities, rural cooperatives, and investor owned utilities (IOUs). By far the largest players in the network are IOUs; five serve roughly 75%–80% of electric demand in Texas. These five firms have their transmission prices set by the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT). Before deregulation of the Texas market, these five networks were vertically integrated in production, transmission, metering, and retail of electricity to final consumers. The deregulation of the electricity market specifically refers to breaking apart these investor-owned vertical monopolies. Legal institutions were put in place to separate the operation of these subsidiaries, and most companies sold off or split their companies [Baldick and Niu, 2005]. What was left was a competitive retail market, wholesale market of generators and retailers, and a fully-regulated transmission firm. The regulatory policy used in transmission pricing for these transmission firms retain a cost-of-service regulation policy. The historical policy’s dead weight loss is large compared to a second-best policy. I find a potential welfare improvement over the current policy of $1.49 billion ($2.9 billion before being netted of fixed fee costs, which may arguably from from alternative sources. See Coase [1946]). Relative to these first-best policy result, a second-best policy would result in a 73% improvement to dead-weight loss over the current policy, or $1.1 billion increase to efficiency. $558 million of this potential welfare increase is from increases to producer surplus, which, in addition to being of general interest in the regulation literature, is informative for energy, transmission and platform regulatory policy decisions. The US government spent $13 billion on energy source subsidies in 2006; Texas spent $1.4 billion [Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, 2008]. These findings imply that Texas subsidies to energy producers could be significantly funded by a shift to a policy that takes into account demand elasticity and wholesale market impacts of transmission pricing. This paper is related to a literature of economic regulation and utility pricing. The closest project in the nature of this paper is Matsukawa et al. [1993]. In their paper, the authors model a vertically integrated electricity market to quantify the welfare losses the Japanese
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electricity sector experiences due to deviating from Ramsey-Boiteux pricing. They find that residential consumers’ transmission prices are too low and industrial consumer prices too high relative to a Ramsey-Boiteux benchmark. This project also draws many insights from the seminal work of Vogelsang and Finsinger [1979] and Baumol and Bradford [1970] to analyze a regulated natural monopoly subject to Ramsey-Boiteux pricing. The work by Vogelsang-Finnsinger derives social welfare maximizing conditions for second-best pricing in a framework of a single regulated monopoly. This paper differs from that framework in that it extends the theory to multiple firms under the same regulator; under this framework the Vogelsang-Finnsinger conclusions do not hold. Further, the treatment of the regulated firm as a system of delivery underlying a separate market is novel in this literature. Additionally, this paper adds on to insights from recent empirical work in deregulated wholesale electricity markets (Borenstein et al. [2002], Puller [2007], Joskow [2011]) by considering the impact transmission price regulation has on consumer consumption. The analysis and outcomes of this paper add to the literature in three ways. The most obvious is the establishment of an empirical upper bound on welfare gains by switching from the common current regulatory policy to a second-best feasible optimum. The second contribution is an analysis of the welfare gainers and losers under current policy in the Texas market. The third is a generalizable empirical framework for regulatory analysis in markets that require a regulated delivery mechanism. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the institutional details regarding general transmission markets and ERCOT-specific details. Section 3 describes a model of complete and costless information on the part of the regulator. Section 4 describes the data and sources used for estimation. Section 5 discusses the econometric strategy and identification of model relevant parameters. Results of the estimation are discussed in section 6, followed by conclusions in section 7.
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Operator Network Expansion Planning Manage Scheduled Energy Delivery Contracting Ancillary Services Network Access Provision Network Reliability (avoid blackouts)



Owner Network Expansion Planning Capital Investment Network Maintenance



Table 1: Roles of Operator versus Owner
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Institutions



In this section I review the regulatory policy and institutions in deregulated electricity markets. First I review general policy followed in the US, and then focus on the specific Texas market institutions.



2.1



Transmission in Restructured Electricity Markets



Historically, electricity firms were vertically integrated power producers, deliverers, and retailers. In the 1980s there began to be a political push for breaking these monopolies apart by these functions, which opened portions of the monopoly to efficiency improvements via an open market [Davis and Wolfram, 2011]. Subsequently, in restructured electricity markets the generation, transmission, and occasionally retail functions are decoupled. Generators produce power, and the retail function ensures that end-consumer demand is met. Generators and retailers participate in a wholesale market where energy amounts and delivery date and time are decided. Trade in this market consists of bilateral long-term contracts and spot trade over a platform. Platforms enabling this trade in the US are known as Regional Transmission Operators (RTO) or Independent System Operators (ISO). An RTO operates but does not normally own the electricity transmission network. Instead, one or several firms own the transmission network. The operator coordinates, monitors, and controls the use of the network. Table 1 specifies the primary differences between owning and operating a transmission network. As a general rule, transmission providers are paid for the use of their
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networks through a regulated rate established by a utility commission. In the US, this is typically done via a linear cost-of-service rate (COS) [Joskow, 2011]. COS rates are based on the average of historical fixed and variable costs. Within the industry and in some strands of the regulation literature this average is referred to as the revenue requirement, or rate-of-return regulation [McDermott, 2012]. This cost of service regulation applies to both higher-voltage transmission service as well as lower-tiered distribution service [PUCT, 2013].



2.2 2.2.1



The Texas Market Texas Institutional Details



The transmission network in Texas is owned by municipalities, rural cooperatives, and investor-owned utilities (IOUs). By far the largest transmission firms are IOUs, where five serve roughly 75% of electric demand for the whole network. These five IOUs have their per-unit transmission rates set by the PUCT using a COS regulation policy. Transmission prices in ERCOT rarely change; the primary transmission charge changed once in the time frame of 2002 until 2010.2 To address this fact, I use a static model where a regulator chooses a set of linear transmission tariffs without the ability to give transfers directly to the firm. This makes for a more conservative outcome, as the model is based on the current Texas regulation policy design where consumers are charged a per-unit charge for electricity transmission.3 ERCOT is the RTO for about 85% of Texas. Figure 1 shows the operating area of ERCOT. ERCOTs operating area covers the majority of the state’s metropolitan areas. ERCOTs primary responsibility is the scheduling of energy delivery to ensure energy reliability across the transmission network. The process by which ERCOT schedules energy is an important feature of the wholesale market, and hence needs a explanation to understand the model 2



There are ad hoc levies applied to the network on short term bases; for example, hurricane damage recovery. However, the primary transmission charge does not typically change. According to PUCT substantive rules §25.192, the transmission fee can be updated yearly; this is rare in practice. PUCT [2013] 3 Per-unit up to a units transformation, established and agreed upon in rate cases.
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Figure 1: Map of ERCOT Region



presented in section 3. This process begins with generators and retailers committing to bilateral energy delivery contracts; the quantity of these contracts, location of delivery, and time of delivery are given to ERCOT the day before contract maturation. Next, in a dayahead market, ERCOT accepts offer curves from retailers and generators for excess demand or supply. In practice, a retailer could purchase all their energy demand or sell excess energy demand in this day-ahead market.4 A generator could also sell their generation capacity or purchase energy to cover previously contracted supply obligations on this market. Then, for every fifteen minute interval, ERCOT equates a generator-supplied market balancing supply curve to the instantaneous residual demand not covered by the day-ahead market and sets the market clearing price for energy subject to congestion constraints (see Teng [2004] for a technical review). This residual (or “real-time”) market addresses previously unforecasted 4



In conversations with organizations that represent consumer groups like the Texas Restaurant Association, school districts, or small factories, purchasing by retailers on the spot market without also engaging in bilateral contracts is viewed within the industry as overly risky because bankruptcy is a likely outcome due to costly demand swings.
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issues such as unscheduled lines maintenance, inclement weather, and so forth. The lastaccepted bid price is the uniform price paid to generators. Hortacsu and Puller [2008] offer a comprehensive review of ERCOT’s market mechanisms. The ERCOT market functions as an individual market during times when the network is mostly uncongested. This means that generators and retailers can purchase energy from anywhere in the state at a uniform price. However, during times of “congestion” (or heavy demand on the network), the ERCOT system breaks apart into four geographic zones that function as individual markets.5 The four zones are the Houston zone, the North zone, the West zone, and the South zone. Each of these zones have individual market prices during times of congestion. Only one zone needs to be affected by congestion for the market separation to occur.



2.2.2



Current Transmission Rate Policy



As a transmission operator, ERCOT does not set transmission rates to end consumers. These are set by the PUCT. The process of setting these rates is called a rate case. In these cases, firms submit evidence of their fixed and variable costs incurred over a test year. Rate cases can be brought before the PUCT by the transmission firm, by customers, or initiated by the PUCT [PUCT, 2013]. In my data panel I observe one instance where the rate case was initiated by the PUCT; the other four changes I observe were initiated by the respective transmission firm. The current policy of the PUCT sets transmission rates using test year data of consumption and costs reported by the transmission firm. The wholesale market in Texas meets 96 times per day — this works out to roughly 35,000 market observations per year. The regulator uses this test year data to set a transmission rate to satisfy the legal requirement from 5 This zonal concept was true during the time span of 2002 – 2010. During 2004 to 2005 ERCOT experimented with a fifth zone. After 2010, ERCOT moved to a nodal market design, which is essentially a much finer set of zonal geography when zones experience congestion. This fact does not change my analysis of the market and social welfare effects, however, which analyzes the 2002-2010 time period. This paper focuses on the timespan with four zones.
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PUCT substantive rule 25.192: A [transmission firm]’s transmission rate shall be calculated as its commissionapproved transmission cost of service divided by the [measure of maximum usage] . . . The monthly transmission service charge to be paid by each [transmission firm] is the product of each [transmission firm]’s monthly rate as specified in its [transmission rate] and the [transmission firm]s previous year’s [measure of maximum usage]. where the “commission approved transmission cost of service” is defined further in the substantive rules to be a within-year fixed cost and variable costs [PUCT, 2013]. Figure 2 reflects this rate. Following the institutional rules, the rate schedules {Ti } may be formalized as total revenue needing to satisfy total costs:



KTil QM =



K X



CT (Qk ) + F



∀i



(1)



k



where Ti is the transmission rate levied to the ith consumer type, QM is a measure of the maximum quantity observed in the transmission system, CT (Qk ) is the transmission cost for the kth time interval, and F is fixed costs, including things like capital equipment amortization and land rental. The PUCT uses as its measure the statistic of the average of the highest observed peak in each month during June through September. The institutional reasoning underlying the use of this maximum measure rather than a simple maximum is that this statistic is in comparison more robust to high demand shocks. This is a minor departure from the standard formulation of cost-of-service rates, which uses the explicit average costs. Note that as specified in 1 the rate Ti does not change for each consumer type. This is true for transmission (high voltage) rates. The rate is equivalent for all consumers up to a units transformation, based on the consumer type’s metering technology. 6
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This practice



There are four commonly used metering technologies. The most familiar is what is used with residential consumers. Residential consumers and small businesses are charged based on the sum of all energy over a time interval; the unit of measurement is kilowatt-hours (kWh). This is the integral over the time period
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Figure 2: Current Pricing Example



is not always true for distribution (low voltage delivery) rates: distribution costs are often divvied to consumer types by pre-assigned utility commission allocation factors (which may not reflect actual costs of a consumer type). This is the practice followed by the Texas market, so each consumer type has a separate distribution rate (consumers pay both the transmission and distribution charges).7 As a regulatory policy, this formalization has important economic tensions. First, by deciding the regulated rate on one test-year’s worth of data, the policy is inherently backwards looking. Focusing solely on a single year of data results results in two distortions. The first distortion is the measure of the maximum may be subject to asymmetric information through (a month, typically) of kilowatts demanded (kW). kW metering is the next level of sophistication; these types of meters measure both kWh consumption and the highest needed kW in a month. The third time of metering technology, due to large expense, is used with very large electricity accounts. This type is called IDR (interval data recorder), and records the observable kW flow over time. In the ERCOT area, this type of account is called a four coincidental peak (4CP) account, and is billed primarily on it’s demand at the four highest summer demand peaks on the entire ERCOT system. 7 This allocation of the distribution costs, however, is only a method of averaging distribution costs, and does not affect the actual costs accrued.
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selection of the transmission firm’s test year; this is of concern when the transmission firm seeks out a rate case. However, the regulator already has a wealth of information available at its disposal from ERCOT regarding the fixed and variable costs of the transmission firm. This project does not address information issues directly; instead I investigate a full-information economy. By doing so, I quantify the upper bound of potential welfare loss due to the policy decisions. The second distortion is closely related to the first. By focusing on reimbursing variable and fixed costs in one year, the test year data may misrepresent the likelihood of rare events such as hurricanes or droughts. Single years with multiple rare events result in overestimating the likelihood of rare events on the transmission grid; thus the regulator may set the price high. Conversely, by observing a year without any low-probability events, the transmission firm costs to be remunerated are lower than what one would find in expectation, thus the firm may be underpaid. The firm faces systemic cost overruns or profits, respectively. The next tension is introduced through pricing by QM . For example, figure 2 shows this pricing decision where QM is less than a system’s capacity limit. Essentially, the price is set such that the necessary transmission costs are covered at the maximal usage.8 However, the distribution of possible quantity demand and supply shocks are ignored; if the mean quantity falls below the first or after the second intersections of the cost and revenue curves, then in expectation the transmission firm will run a loss. If the mean falls above the first and below the second intersection, the firm will have positive profits in expectation. By not taking into account the distribution of shocks to quantity, there is a risk that the linear mechanism will systematically result in cost overruns (requiring a transfer to ameliorate) or profits (indicating that the transmission firm is overcharging). Both of these situations are suboptimal from a social welfare maximizing perspective. The third tension with the formulation is that because electricity operates on a network and supply must always equal demand, changing one group’s transmission rate indirectly 8



Within ERCOT, this measure of maximum usage is an average of summer’s monthly highest usage.
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affects the quantity decision for all other transmission consumer types. This is intuitive since if the regulator increase consumer type i’s rate with firm l, then consumer type i faces higher combined price. The consumer type then decreases their consumption. Decreased consumption results in suppliers charging less for their production. Lowering the overall market price results in other consumers not in consumer group i with firm l facing lower prices, who then can consume more than before due to the lower price. This network demand shift is ignored by the current policy. The fourth is related implicitly to the third. The transmission price implemented typically charges the same rate across consumer types within the same transmission firm. This practice ignores the demand elasticity of different consumer types. The standard arguments for this practice is that charging different consumer types the same price is nondiscriminatory and fair [U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 1996]. However, allowing some price discrimination on the basis of each consumer type’s price elasticity of demand is welfareenhancing in a Ramsey-Boiteux world. In setting the price to be equivalent across types by transmission firm, the regulator implicitly subsidizes inelastic consumers at the expense of more elastic consumers. This results in institutionalized misallocations of energy.
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Model



In this section I formalize the interactions between generators, retail consumers, regulators, and transmission firms. This allows a decomposition of the previously discussed tensions and to estimate the relative welfare effects on participants in the electricity market. I decompose this using a full information model. This assumption is one that can be scrutinized; certainly there is potential in which a regulated firm, because it is guaranteed a certain return on costs, represents a moral hazard for the regulator. Further, one may be concerned regarding the Averch-Johnson effect in that the firm chooses to overcapitalize in its production input ratio. Despite this potential charge the full-information assumption still has merit—one should see
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that this model captures the upper bound of welfare losses under the policy. Additionally, the regulator in my model operates in lock-step with the operator. This is fairly realistic — there is full information sharing between ERCOT and the PUCT. As such, the regulator knows how much electricity is going to where at any given point in the network. Additionally, there is quarterly cost reporting by the regulated firm to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Further, typical large expenses such as network expansion must be approved by the PUCT, which gives the regulator an advantage through information ratcheting. Finally, the PUCT and ERCOT draw from the same human capital pool as transmission firms, meaning the regulator, with full information of the network topology, can determine variable costs of the network.



3.1



Model Introduction



In this section I discuss the actors and available actions in the model. The actors include generators, consumers, the regulator, and a set of transmission firms. I model the transmission firms as passive model participants that move energy. They do not participate directly in the wholesale market; instead, the firms are required to move any quantity over the transmission network. Consumers and generators have supply and demand curves dependent on some state s of the world. Here s denotes states differentiated by supply and demand shocks; each of these states occur with probability πs . Consumers are partitioned by type i, transmission firm l, and geographic market z. Individual consumers of type i consume the same amount of energy under the same conditions, regardless of geographic market or transmission firm. The number of consumers of type i in market z under transmission firm l is represented by σilz . When i and l are used to specifically refer to one consumer type under one transmission firm, I will use j and m to refer to other types and companies, respectively. The regulator may set the per-unit price Til for each ith consumer type under firm l. This price is the transmission rate charged for one unit of energy regardless of realized state 13



of the world s. The total menu of rates is denoted as T . Generators provide supply for each zone. Suppliers face generation costs Cg (·) across all zones and receive payment pz (T, s) for each unit purchased within zone z. The transmission firms face costs Cl (·) and fixed Fl and receive a linear tariff Til for delivery for consumer of type i. I denote the marginal costs of transmission firms and generators with respect to quantity as Cl0 and Cg0 respectively. The quantity demanded in zone z for transmission firm consumers of type il in state s is σilz qi (pz (Til , s) + Til , s). Let total zone market quantity be the sum of all i type demands,



Qz (pz (T, s), T, s) =



XXX i



l



σilz qi (pz (T, s), Til , s).



(2)



z



Similarly define Ql (p(T, s), T, s) as the sum of all quantity in transmission firm l’s network across all zones. To simplify notation, when the expectation operator E(·) is used, the state notation s is P suppressed (e.g. s πs pz (T, s) ≡ E(pz (T ))). Denote the derivative of each qi (pz (T, s) + Til , s) 0 with respect to its first argument qilz . Additionally, if prices across all zones or the entire



transmission rate schedule are referred to, p or T respectively are used without subscripts. The social welfare function is the sum of gross consumer surplus, generator revenue, and transmission firm revenues less gross costs for generation and transmission. Social welfare in state s is formulated as9 : 







 Z ∞   SW (T, s) = σilz  qi (p)dp + (pz (T, s) + Til )qi (pz (T, s) + Til , s))) | {z }   p (T,s)+Til z i l {z } | z Producer and Transmission Revenue Consumer Surplus  −Cl (Ql (p, T, s)) − Fl − Cg (Q(p, T, s)) (3) | {z } | {z } XX X



Transmission Costs



Generator Costs



9



The formulation for consumer i surplus uses ∞ as the upper integral bound here; this is a slight abuse of notation. The integral bound is simply where the demand function crosses the y-axis.
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The derivative of social welfare with respect to Til in state s is:  ∂SW (s) X 0 = σilz (pz (T, s) + Til − Cg0 − Cl0 )qilz ∂Til | {z } z Direct effect  X X ∂pz 0 0 0 + σjmz (pz (T, s) + Tjm − Cg − Cm )qjmz ∂Til m j | {z }



(4)



Indirect Effects



The implications of this derivative run counter to the current literature on cost-of-service regulations because a change in tariff affects not only consumers directly under firm l’s geographic monopoly but also all consumers in the same connected network under other transmission firms from firm l’s consumers. The direct effect in the market for consumers of type i under firm l is a negative decrease to social welfare. However, lowered demand for consumers results in lower first-order quantity demands; suppliers respond by decreasing the price of the market (denoted by



∂pz ). ∂Til



Consumers of every type respond to this first-



order decrease in prices with a second-order increase in demand. This means social welfare can respond ambiguously to a change in one firm’s tariff rate schedule.There is an implicit bound here for



∂pz ∂Til



∈ [−1, 0]. This bound is required for the law of demand—increasing a



price does not result in more demand for it by a consumer. Further, to increase price to its level before the tariff change would require some customer type j to allocate more than the entire benefit of the price change to the consumption of energy—indicating the customer type was not optimizing before the price change, all else equal. Proposition 3.1. The change in price with respect to a single group’s rate is bounded between -1 and 0. Proof. From the model primitives, supply in each zone Qz must equal demand in each zone, P P m j σjmz qj (pz (T ) + Tjm ). Thus



Qz (P (T )) =



XX m



σjmz qj (pz (T ) + Tjm )



j



15



(5)



The derivative of both sides gives



Q0z



XX ∂pz ∂pz 0 0 + = σilz qilz σjmz qjmz ∂Til ∂Til m j



(6)



which can be transformed into σilz q 0 ∂pz = 0 P Pilz 0 ∂Til Qz − m j σjmz qjmz



(7)



0 For each consumer, demand response qjmz < 0. Supplier response is positive. Hence the right0 hand side is negative. Further, qilz is in both the denominator and the numerator. Thus, the



change in price with respect to il’s rate is bounded between [−1, 0] An intuitive way to think of this is that the wholesale market does not shoulder more than 100 percent of impact of transmission fee changes. Given transmission rates, the generators and consumers arrive at a market sub-equilibrium where, as mentioned before, each il consumer pays pz (T ) + Til for each ith type and generators receive pz . The optimal equilibrium which considers all aspects of this model occurs when transmission rates are set so as to maximize expected social welfare. The first-best solution in this setup is straightforward—set transmission rates Til to marginal transmission costs and charges a fixed fee fil for each consumer type.10 10



The political economy question of optimal fixed fee assignment are outside the specific scope of this project.
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3.2



Derivation of Ramsey pricing rule



Under a second-best pricing setup, the regulator faces constraints for each l transmission firm of 







X  E Til  i |



!



X z



 F  l σilz qi (pz (T ) + Til ) − Cl (Ql (p, T ))  ≥ | {z }  K {z } Transmission Costs



(8)



Transmission Revenue



where K is the total number of times the market meets. If revenues do not exceed costs in expectation, a transmission firm risks cost overruns and bankruptcy. Using the setup above, we have the objective function



max {Til }



X



πs SW (T, s)



(9)



s



subject to " E



# XX z



σilz qil (pz (T ) + Til )Til − Cl (Ql (P, T )) −



i



Fl ≥0 ∀l K



(10)



where K is the number of occasions the wholesale market meets for the time period the transmission rate covers. FOC for this problem are X X  X  ∂pz ∂L 0 0 0 0 0 0 =E σilz (pz + Til − Cg − Cl )qilz + σjmz (pz + Tjm − Cg − Cm )qjmz ∂Til ∂Til z m j ( ) ( ) X X X ∂p z 0 0 0 + λl E σilz qi (pz + Til ) + (Til − Cl0 )σilz qilz + λm E ≤0 σjmz (Tjm − Cm )qjlz ∂T il z m j (11) X X  ∂L Fl =E σjlz qi (pz + Til ) − Cl (Ql (p, T )) − ≥0 ∂λl K z j where λl is the Lagrangian multiplier on the budget balance equations 12. 17



(12)



From these FOC, one derives the optimal policy T ∗ and Lagrangian multiplier λ∗ : 



Cl0



P



∂pz ) ∂Til



0 z σilz qilz (1







E + E ( z σilz qi (pz + Til )) +  P P ∂pz ∂pz 0 0 (1 + ) (1 + ) E σ q E σ q ilz ilz ilz ilz z z ∂Til ∂Til {z } | {z } Scaling Factor | Inverse elasticity Marginal Transmission Cost P P P   P 0 ∂pz 0 0 0 0 E E z m j σjmz qjmz (pz − Cg − (1 + λm )Cm ) ∂Til z σilz qilz (pz − Cg ) −  P P − ∂pz ∂pz 0 0 (1 + ) (1 + ) (1 + λl )E σ q (1 + λ )E σ q ilz l ilz ilz ilz z z ∂Til ∂Til | {z } | {z } Direct Market Effect Indirect Market Effect P P  ∂pz 0 E (1 + λ )T σ q m jm jmz jmz ∂Til z j,m6=il P  − (13) ∂pz 0 (1 + λl )E z σilz qilz (1 + ∂Til ) | {z } P



−λl 1+λ | {z }l



Til∗ =



Interaction with other transmission firms



and λ∗ solves



ΩT ∗ = Υ



(14)



where Ω is a matrix with elements " X



ωjm,il = (1 + λm )E



0 σjmz qilz







z



" X



ωil,il = (1 + λl )E



0 σjmz qilz







z



∂pz ∂Til



# (15)



∂pz +1 ∂Til



# (16)



and Υ is a vector of the same length as T ∗ with elements ! υil = E Cl0



X



0 σilz qilz



! (1 + λl ) − λl E



z



+



X



(1 + λm )



m



−E



σilz qi (pz (T ) + Til )



z



X j



X



X



0 Cm



∂pz 0 σjmz qjmz ∂Til z !



X



! −E



X z



 0 pz − Cg0 σilz qilz



XX 0



pz (T ) − Cg



m



j



∂pz (T ) 0 σjmz qjmz ∂Til (17)



z
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!



Further, (T ∗ , λ∗ ) solve X X  Fl ∗ ∗ E σjlz qi (pz + Til ) − Cl (Ql (p, T )) = K z j



∀l



(18)



which are the respective budget constraints for each individual firm. Equation 13 is the implicit functional form of equation 14. From equation 13 we see that the optimal price is not just the marginal cost — there is an optimal increase based on scaled elasticity, and an accounting for the impact the tariff change has on the wholesale market (market interference effect and indirect type demand effect). Except for the scaling on quantity, each component of the right hand side is the weighted average with each component weighted by its relative change on the overall market. This term one can see in the P ∂pz 0 + 1). ( ∂T denominator as z σilz qilz il The Lerner index adds some additional insight into the optimal transmission rate markup: Til∗



−



P 0 (1+ ∂pz ) E( z Cl0 σilz qilz ∂T ilz
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The Lerner index shows us the optimal deviations from marginal cost pricing. This formulation of the Lerner index is significantly different than what one finds in a standard model 19



of regulated monopolies. First, the inverse elasticity is scaled down by



λl , 1+λl



which is the



canonical Ramsey-Boiteux pricing result. However, since transmission is the delivery mechanism with the wholesale market resting atop of it, there are other effects that a social-welfare maximizing regulator must take into account. In addition to the standard Ramsey-Boiteux scaling of inverse elasticity, the Lerner index is decreased by the direct market effect. This direct effect may be offset or augmented by the indirect market effect, depending on the relative magnitudes of the λm terms. Finally, the Lerner effect is affected by the interaction of other customer types and firm transmission rates; this effect is positive in the first-order effect, but is ambiguous in the second order.



3.3



An Example



To give a concrete example of calculating second-best rates in this abstract model, consider an example with two states of the world, two consumer types, and one transmission firm. The first consumer type a has a highly variable demand, and type b has a less varying demand. There are two states of the world high and low, denoted {H, L}. Costs of transmission are CT (Q) = cQ2 , and costs of generation are Cg (Q) = gQ. State H occurs with probability p Consumer types a and b are characterized in states of the world s ∈ {H, L} by



Qas = As − p(T, s) − Ta



(19)



Qbs = Bs − p(T, s) − Tb



(20)



which, for each state s, gives total market demand



Qs = As + Bs − 2p(T, s) − Ta − Tb



(21)



For simplicity, I assume only demand shocks, so the supply function is deterministic and is



20



represented by the simple function



Qsup (P, Ta , Tb ) = P (As , Bs , Ta , Tb ).



(22)



Using the condition that supply must equal demand, we can solve for prices directly:



Qs = Qsup



(23)



→As + Bs − 2P (As , Bs , Ta , Tb ) − Ta − Tb = P (As , Bs , Ta , Tb ) →P (As , Bs , Ta , Tb ) =



As + Bs − Ta − Tb 3



(24) (25)



The objective function is



max Ta ,Tb



p(.5[Q2ah + Q2bh ]) + (1 − p)(.5[Q2al + Q2bl ]) | {z } Consumer Surplus



+ p · P (Ah , Bh , Ta , Tb )2 + (1 − p) · P (Al , Bl , Ta , Tb )2 − g(pQh + (1 − p)Ql ) | {z } Generator Profit



+ ·[p(Ta Qah + Tb Qbh − cQ2h ) + (1 − p)(Ta Qal + Tb Qbl − cQ2l )] − F {z } |



(26)



Transmission Profit



subject to



Ta (pQah + (1 − p)Qal ) + Tb (pQbh + (1 − p)Qbl ) ≥ c(pQ2h + (1 − p)Q2l ) + F



where equation (27) is the budget-balance constraint for the transmission firm.
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(27)



The Lagrangian is



L = p(.5[Q2ah + Q2bh ]) + (1 − p)(.5[Q2al + Q2bl ]) + p · P (Ah , Bh , Ta , Tb )2 + (1 − p) · P (Al , Bl , Ta , Tb )2 − g(pQh + (1 − p)Ql ) + Ta (pQah + (1 − p)Qal ) + Tb (pQbh + (1 − p)Qbh ) − c · [pQ2h + (1 − p)Q2l ] − F + λ(Ta (pQah + (1 − p)Qal ) + Tb (pQbh + (1 − p)Qbl ) − c(pQ2h + (1 − p)Q2l ) − F )



(28)



The current cost-of-service rule takes historic data on variable and fixed costs and sets the same price for both consumer types. To simulate this process, I draw k = 20 realizations of h or l from a Bernoulli distribution to serve as a historical observation of previously observed costs. This draw gives us a random rate T equal to P20 T =



k=1



CT (Qsk ) + F 20 · Qh



(29)



where T is the rate the cost of service rule recommends. I take a sample of 300 histories and use the average suggested rate.11 I repeat this exercise for rates between covering the interval [0, 4]. To illustrate the solution to this programming problem versus the current policy, I use the parameterization in table 2. I repeat the exercise for two cases: one where the the high state is more likely, and one where the low state is more likely. The results of these parameterizations highlight the institutionalization of winners and losers under a cost of service rule relative to a Ramsey-Boiteux pricing benchmark, as well as the high likelihood of implementing a COS rule that runs counter to the goals of the regulator. Numerical results for this model are found in table 3. The first column corresponds to our optimal linear rate. The second column adheres to the cost of service policy at the best possible welfare result for the probability parameterization. The graphical results found in figures 3 and 4 expand the cost of service rate analysis to the interval [0, 4]. 11



Histories consist of 20 draws with P (high) = p.
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Table 2: Simple Example Parameterization Parameter Name Periods k High intercept for A Low intercept A High intercept for B Low intercept B Generator cost g Transmission cost c Fixed cost F Probability p



Parameter Value 20 17 10 10 8 2 .3 60 .9, .1



Figure 3: Cost of Service Rates required by Historical Rates



The two sub-tables in table 3 report the model outcomes when probability p is .9 and .1, respectively. The first column reports the optimal linear rate results for both consumers A and B. The second column reports the optimal cost-of-service rate results without regard to the historical rate as input into the COS rule. In effect, the second column is comparing the optimal rule to a rule that does not distinguish between consumer types. The first observation is that expected net social welfare under the two rules changes by less than 1% for each other probability run reported. This small magnitude is robust to other specifications of probability; the difference in welfare generally increases with an increase in p. This small
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Variable 1 Tariffs (Ta ,Tb ) (2.74, 1.68 ) Expected Net Welfare 62.55 Transmission Firm Expected Profit 0 Price in High State 7.52 Price in Low State 4.52 Generator Profits High State 41.55 Generator Profits Low State 11.41 Consumer (A , B) Surplus in High State (22.64, .31) Consumer (A , B) Surplus in Low State (3.72, 1.61) Quantity (A , B) in High State (6.73, .795 ) Quantity (A , B) in Low State (2.73, 1.795) 1. Optimal Linear Rule 2. Best COS Outcome p = .9



2 (2.57, 2.57) 32.05 1.373 7.29 4.29 38.52 9.81 (25.51, .01 ) (4.94, .65) (7.14, .14) (3.14, 1.14)



Variable 1 Tariffs (Ta ,Tb ) (2.25, 1.85) Expected Net Welfare 23.22 Transmission Firm Expected Profit 0 Price in High State 7.63 Price in Low State 4.63 Generator Profits High State 42.983 Generator Profits Low State 12.191 Consumer (A , B) Surplus in High State (25.31, .13) Consumer (A , B) Surplus in Low State (4.85, 1.149) Quantity (A , B) in High State (7.12, .52) Quantity (A , B) in Low State (3.12, 1.52) 1. Optimal Linear Rule 2. Best COS Outcome p = .1



2 (2.13, 2.13) 23.155 .14 7.58 4.58 42.296 11.816 (26.57, .04) (5.41, .832) (7.29 , .29) (3.29, 1.29)



Table 3: Simple Example Outcomes with p = .9 and p = .1
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difference in welfare is accounted for by the relatively large slopes of the total demand (slope is 2) versus supply (slope is 1) in both states. The second observation is that the winners under the COS regime are transmission firms and consumer type A, and the losers are generating firms and consumer type B. The consumer surplus loss to type B ranges between 20 percent to 82 percent depending on state and probability. While the total gain to consumer A is larger than the loss to consumer B, percentage gains are much smaller. The third observation is that the transmission firm receives a profit under the COS rule when we look for welfare maximizing rates. However, this finding is not robust to all probability specifications, and the optimal COS option may require a history with a rate that is infeasible. Figure 3 shows the historical rate required for a specific COS rule to be implemented. The forty-five degree line in figure 3 is included to determine fixed points the COS rule would converge to if followed through time. In the simple example, both fixed points result in institutionalized cost overruns on the part of the transmission firm, which we see in figure 4, sub-figure (a). This would be considered infeasible based on the primitives of the model since an institutionalized cost overrun would require a transfer to the transmission utility for it to stay solvent. Figure 4 shows the social welfare impact under each probability specification of not allowing a transfer under a COS rule.12 Subfigures 4(b) and 4(c) are similar, but figure 4(c) shows the listing of feasible options when transfers are institutionally disallowed. In these two figures, regardless of the previous COS rate, the optimal rate gives welfare of 1251 for p = .9 and 464.4 for p = .1. While infeasible (without transfer) COS rates may allow for a higher expected social welfare, feasible rates all fall under these amounts. This example gives the intuition that is used while applying the model to the empirical setting of the Texas electricity market. The key points are that: 1) individual consumer types may be worse off depending on the state distribution, but net consumer welfare will be higher overall; and 2) COS rates may result in infeasible fixed points requiring transfers. 12



Rates above 3 under either specification result in a corner solution as consumer type Bs linear demand requires negative consumption for rates above this value.
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(a) Transmission Firm Profits, COS Rate



(b) Social Welfare, With Transfer



(c) Social Welfare, No Transfer



Figure 4: Social Welfare under COS Rates
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(a) ERCOT zones



(b) ERCOT Weather Zones



Figure 5: ERCOT partitions, 2002 – 2004, 2007 – 2010 Source: ERCOT



4



Data



To analyze the effects of transmission rates on the welfare market, I compile a comprehensive dataset using data on market quantity, price, transmission rate and cost information, hourly weather conditions, and energy input prices. Quantity by consumer type within ERCOT is reported in megawatt-hour units at the quarter-hour level. The data are segregated by four distinct factors: network zone, weather zone, transmission firm, and consumer type. Defined by ERCOT, network zones and weather zone are geographic partitions. Zones correspond to the model as z; most covariates correspond to z and weatherzones, which gives a finer partition. Weather zones are based on areas that share a similar climate, including temperature and relative humidity. Network zones are based on the transmission network topology; ERCOT operates markets at the zonal level. Weather zones partitioning is independent of network zones. Figure 5 details these partitions by network zone and weather zone within the ERCOT area.13 13



The maps do not include an additional zone extant from 2004 – 2006.
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Transmission firms are based on geographic location. Consumer types are based on observable characteristics. For this paper I aggregate among ERCOT-denoted types to map between tariffs and quantity data. The grouping I use is residential (RES) and business/industrial types. Business/industrial types are further subdivided by relative size into small accounts not requiring a demand meter (BUSNO), large accounts requiring an interval data recorder (BUSIDR), and other kinds of accounts (BUS). The data on BUS quantity consumption does not distinguish primary versus secondary transmission consumers, which is an important distinction in transmission firm rates.14 To alleviate this potential difficulty I use a weighted average of tariffs for each PUC consumer type in the BUS, BUSNO, and BUSIDR ERCOT groups. Table 4 shows the relationship between ERCOT groups and PUC types. Table 4: Mapping of ERCOT and PUCT Consumer Types Data Type BUS



BUSNO



ERCOT Type



PUCT Type



All BUS types, including solar- and windsupplemented customers, and customers with varying load factors* All BUSNO types, including solar and wind customers



Secondary and Primary service with monthly demand service



BUSIDR All BUSIDRRQ accounts



RES



All RES types, including solar and wind customers



Small Secondary Service or Primary Service without demand metering Large Secondary Service, Primary service with IDR



No aggregating necessary



Method of Tariff averaging Weighted



Not required



weighted average based on rate-case customer account counts Not required



The number of accounts for each consumer type by transmission firm are recorded quarterly and can be found in ERCOT’s Load Profiling Profile Type Count. These are broken down by weather zone and geographic zone. The average consumption and population de14



The technical difference is which side of the transformer the electric meter is on. Some consumers, such as factories, opt to maintain their own transformer equipment.
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viation for each consumer type in each zone are listed in table 14. From the information Table 5: Hourly Consumption by Consumer Type in kWh Houston Zone North Zone South Zone West Zone East Zone∗ 1.89 1.74 1.58 1.98 1.73 (1.05) (1.46) (1.05) (1.27) (.91) 2.56 .659 .831 .673 .606 BUSNO (5.04) (.343) (2.09) (.431) (.367) BUS 14.10 16.92 10.20 10.29 11.82 (8.26) (19.17) (7.20) (8.24) (8.38) BUSIDR 1553.31 1102.41 1321.00 1162.18 1947.88 (1433.91) (1784.07) (896.29) (1091.86) (2690.32) ∗ The East Zone only existed from 2004 through 2006. Before that consumer groups were part of the North and Houston zones. Unit is 15-minute interval. Consumer Type RES



presented in this table I observe that the average consumption for each consumer type in each zone is not significantly different from other zones; I use this fact later in the empirical section to estimate average consumption as a function of prices and covariates. Wholesale zone prices are derived from ERCOT’s Balancing Energy Services energy curve outcome for the real-time (residual) demand market. This market takes supply-curve bids for providing more (up-balancing) or providing less (down-balancing) energy into the system. Within the hour, ERCOT chooses at every fifteen minute interval the balancing supply required. This is represented in figure 6. If additional quantity over Q0 is required to keep supply equal to instantaneous demand, ERCOT sets the price at the corresponding P . Similarly, if less quantity is required, then ERCOT sets the spot market price lower. This can result in negative prices observed in spot market prices. The value of the contracted price P0 , unknown to the econometrician, lies somewhere along the Q0 axis. This axis is where no energy is supplied into the residual market. To recover P0 for each zone I take the weekly average of all aggregate residual zonal market supply observations where prices lies along the Q0 axis — this is where no additional energy is required in the residual market, and so matches the forward and futures market outcome. This price P0 is constant across all types, transmission firms, and weatherzones within a zone. As can be observed in figure 6, 29



[h] Figure 6: Residual market example P



High Demand Residual Supply Range of p0 Q Low Demand



(Q0,0)



the support in a single observation for this contracted P0 may be negative, and indeed in spot market price outcomes one does occasionally observe negative values. As one sees in 6, however, these potential negative contracted prices are not observed within the imputed data. One notes that the West zone faces significantly skewed prices in comparison to the others zones. This could be accounted for by the nature of industrial demand in West Texas: oil and natural gas operations can be extremely energy intensive. Climate data is available from NOAA weather station hourly reports. Data used include Table 6: Price Summary Zone Houston North South West



Average Price 43.22 41.96 40.17 76.18



Standard Deviation (15.38) (14.60) (15.47) (71.71)



Median Price 41.32 39.85 37.93 58.97
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Max Min Price Price 101.52 10.32 97.00 11.95 101.31 9.79 645.1058 9.74



75% 25% Price Price 51.15 32.33 47.90 31.98 46.20 29.72 100.11 29.55



1000 800 Quantity 600 400 20
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Figure 7: Temperature and Quantity Scatterplot West Zone



Fahrenheit dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity index readings. These data come from the primary weather stations for major cities within each ERCOT-defined weather zone. When looking at zonal information, such as supply, the average weather zone weather information is used (weighted by customer counts of each type in each weather zone within the zone). In demand specifications I use heating-degree-days (HDD) and and coolingdegree-days (CDD). HDD is defined as



HDD = (65◦ − F ◦ ) · 1(F ◦ < 65◦ )



(30)



where F ◦ is the degrees in Fahrenheit and 1(·) is an indicator function. A CDD is defined as the inverse relationship. Figure 7 shows a clear non-monotonic relationship between temperature and equilibrium quantity outcomes. This is a well-known relationship and is quite intuitive. As temperature increases, air-conditioning demand increases (fueled primarily by electricity). As temperatures decrease, heating demand increases (fueled by either electricity 31



or substitutes such as gas or coal). Because instrumental variables need to be monotonic, use of HDD and CDD allow one to separate out this non-monotonic effect within an IV framework. Data for the marginal cost of electricity generation can be inferred from emissions data following a modification of the method of Puller [2007] (and also building from marginal fuel costs method of Kahn et al. [1997]). The EPA Air Markets Program Data contains hourly information for fossil-fuel using generators on emissions and generation. The marginal cost is the sum of pollution permit (SO2 and NOX), fuel, and variable O&M costs. I supplement this output data with monthly average nuclear output from the EIA (nuclear generators are expensive to increase or decrease production) and engineering estimates of variable O&M costs available from ERCOT. Fuel marginal costs are assumed to be linear, and are calculated based on generator megawatt output multiplied by engineering efficiency rates (MMBTU/kWh) for the station, or an EIA standard efficiency rate if the specific generator rating is unavailable. The result is then multiplied by per-unit fuel prices for the fuel type and output at the period of measurement. To this I add the variable operating and maintenance (O&M) costs for the generator. I then find the market marginal cost using an assumption of allocative efficiency.15 This represents the intensive market generation marginal cost. Transmission firm data for fixed and variable costs are available from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Transmission costs for most IOU firms are available over the time span of 2004 to 2010 at a quarterly interval and from 1994 to 2011 at an annual interval. One company, CenterPoint, has only annual data, and another, Texas-New Mexico Power, ceased to provide information after 2006. Transmission rates are available from the PUCT in rate case docket final orders and from a biannual report. The PUCT identifies six specific categories for transmission consumers (mapped in table 4): residential, small commercial, large secondary commercial, large primary commercial, transmission service, and unmetered (which are typically street lighting and traffic signals). I define consumer types 15



This assumes no regulatory/reliabity-must-run service.
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along these dimensions. Within the data I focus on the largest subset of these categories: residential, small commercial, secondary commercial, and large primary commercial.



5



16



Empirical Strategy



This section summarizes the empirical strategy used to recover behavioral and model parameters. I first use instrumental variables to determine demand and supply responsiveness to price and exogenous variables. I also estimate a parameterized form of each firms’ average variable transmission cost function. I then use the estimated parameters to simulate annual expected welfare under different policies, including the first-best policy, the second-best policy and observed historical rates.



5.1



Wholesale market estimation



The data for demand are separated by zone, weatherzone, transmission firm, and type. I use a linear instrumental variable panel approach with fixed effects from zones, weatherzones, and transmission firms for each of the consumer types. The specific equation for quantity demanded by the average consumer of types i is



qi,l,z,k = βi + βi,p (Pz,k + Til ) + βi,CDD CDDk + βi,HDD HDDk + i,k



(31)



where qi,l,z,k is the average consumption of consumer type i in place z under firm l. Here price is instrumented by fuel prices for gas and windspeed, and k represents one specific time 16



Transmission service is service provided for other transmission providers (i.e. power to distribution providers not under direct transmission firm ownership – this revenue is included in the abstraction as costs to other transmission firms). This is required for “open access” to the transmission network. Unmetered accounts are by definition unmetered; the payment for these meters are driven by backcasted weather models. I consider this constant demand profile to be normalized out—generators and retailers negotiate over demand that may be variable.
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period.17 I use the parameter estimates to determine the change in demand with respect to 0 the apparent price, qilz = βi,p .



For supply, I estimate by zone. I test a number of specifications, but settle on linear specification:



Qz,k =βz,s + βz,p Pz,k + βz,w W indspeedk + βz,g N aturalGask + +νz,k



(32)



with Pz,k instrumented by demand shifters HDD and CDD by zone. Another specification, linear monthly aggregate, results can be seen in appendix B. I combine the estimation of supply and demand using a three-stage least squares procedure. For demand, I estimate these equations with pooled instrumental variables. This strategy works off the theoretical assumption that consumers of the same type in any area and under any transmission firm are indistinguishable from each other. In appendix B I include weekly fixed effects estimation results for robustness. I restrict the time period of estimation by zone to 2007–2010. This allows me to focus on a consistent structure in the network; from 2003 – 2006 ERCOT operated an East zone that consisted of rural portions of the North and Houston zones. Using the 2007 – 2010 periods bypasses the structural change of inclusion of an East zone. There are two different approaches to marginal cost. The first, which is akin to methods used by Puller [2007], Kahn et al. [1997], and Borenstein et al. [2002], uses imputed linear marginal costs derived from fuel costs, pollution permit costs, and engineering estimates of variable operating and maintenance costs. Market marginal costs are then the cost of supplying a single MWH from the next-most efficient supplier. I assume wind and hydroelectric marginal costs are zero.18 The cost of provision from each generator is used with the linear 17



Other fuel prices may be relevant, such as uranium and coal which serve as baseload. However, I don’t find a statistically significant relationship between uranium, diesel, or coal and market prices. 18 This data can be found at http://www.ercot.com/calendar/2011/04/20110405-LTS
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inferred cost assumption applied to capacity of the generator. Nuclear plant output information is only available at the monthly data (via EIA), so I use the monthly value averaged by the number of observation periods in a month. For the amount of renewable (wind and hydro) generation used on average I use ERCOT values provided in their annual Market Reports. The second approach is to assume market power in the market is negligible at the generator level (or pz = Cg0 ). There are two reasons that this method would be suspect. The first, as shown in Borenstein et al. [2002], there can be periods where generators are able to influence the market price via induced congestion; this signifies market power even when generators with this ability have small relative capacities of production. Since I observe congestion in 10% of the data, this assumption may indicate misspecification of the model. The second reason is that this reduces the flexibility of the model to investigate impact to producer surplus. The advantage to this method is computational simplicity in estimating optimal second-best tariffs. In light of these weaknesses, I use the first approach.



5.2



Transmission marginal costs



To recover transmission firm marginal costs, I estimate transmission firm variable O&M costs from quarterly data. I report results for an OLS specification, firm-specific specification, and a log-linear approach. In the structural simulation I use the firm-specific variable cost specification because the log-linear approach has a misspecified interpretation of the coefficient estimates compared to the linear approaches (however, I report the results as a robustness check). In Appendix B other variable cost structures for transmission are considered. I estimate transmission firm variable costs using the base specification



Ck,l = β1,l qk,l + k,l



(33)



summed over all intervals in a quarter k. No constant is included as this portion estimates
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specifically variable costs. The epsilon here represents unmeasurable heterogeneity between observations, which I assume to be iid mean 0. I do not have cost data on each k-interval of Cl , so instead I find the estimate of quarterly costs: X k



Ck,l =



X



β1,l qk,l + k,l



(34)



k



The term k,l I assume to be iid centered about zero with variance ς 2 . Dividing equation 34 by K (is the total number of intervals k in a quarter—around 8,640 quarter-hours) gives 1 X 1 X Ck,l = β1,l q¯l + k,l K k K k



(35)



The variance of the averaged l term is ςl2 since l is iid. Equation 35 is the sample analogue to E(Cl (ql )|ql ) = β1,l ql . I include no constant in the specification here since C is the variable cost of quantity transmission. Marginal costs of transmission are the derivative of the outcome of this specification, or ∂C 0 = βl,1 ∂q



(36)



In reporting the results of this estimation, I also include the results of a log-linear estimation for comparison purposes. However, a log-linear model (ln(costs) = βt,0 + βt,1 ln(Q) + ) does not allow for the coefficients to express the same interpretation as our quarterly average model in equation 35.



5.3



Simulation



The solution relationship described in equation 13 cannot be solved by a matrix inversion alone because equilibrium prices, marginal transmission costs, demand, and supply are a function of transmission rates. Using the parameter estimates of demand response, I use a 36



fixed-point algorithm to maximize welfare subject to transmission firm budget constraints and nonnegative rates and quantities. Prices are solved directly from the parametric form assumptions



β P + X δ + νs = | z,p z {z s s }



XX m



Supply in zone z



σjmz max{0, βj,p (Pz + Tjm ) + Xj δj }



(37)



j



|



{z



Demand in zone z



}



where Xs and Xj are covariates and constant of supplier and j-type consumers, respectively, and δs and δj the coefficients on these respective covariates.
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Results



In this section I report the results of the empirical strategy. First I review parameter estimates, then I report the results of the structural simulation.



6.1



Parameter estimates



Demand estimates used for average consumption by zone, weatherzone, transmission firm, and class type are found in table 7 (this average consumption corresponds to qi (Pz + Til ) in the model). These estimates are pooled OLS and look at monthly average demand response to apparent price, a quadratic of temperature, and relative humidity. Apparent price (or the sum of price and transmission rate) represent the demand response. The linear demand model is consistent with inelasticity results common in the electricity demand literature. These coefficients give the average elasticities across all zones and firms found in table 8. The elasticities observed are within the support in comparison studies (where the time-frame may last from immediate response to a year). See Lijesen [2007] for a review of demand elasticities results. Estimates of supply parameters are found in table 9. The four zones here are mostly consistent with what we would expect in regards to signs of the coefficients. Increased wind37



Table 7: Average hourly demand response, kWh Consumer Type Pz + Tjm CDD



HDD



Constant



BUS



-.0106†



.0757†



.0375†



1.7593†



BUSIDR



-2.5842†



1.5084† 1.9378† 47.73524†



BUSNO



-.00526†



.00636† .00114† .5171†



RES



-.00029†



.0157†



.0102†



.2397†



Supply shifters: natural gas price, windspeed †: 99% significance level, **: 95%, * 90% Table 8: Average Short- and Long-Term Demand Elasticity Consumer Estimated Short- Estimated Monthly Short-Term elasticity Long-term Elasticity Term Elasticity Elasticity Comparison Comparison Type BUS -0.045 -.12 -0.05 -.51*/-.147◦ BUSIDR -0.033 -.10 -0.05 -.8** BUSNO -0.028 -.125 -0.05 -.51*/-.147◦ RES -0.026 -.135 -0.15 -.24* Notes: *: Annual, ◦ : Quarterly **: Some comparison studies separate out heavy industry from light industry. One from Lijesen [2007] is used here. *** Monthly elasticity based on demand estimation in Appendix B



speed means increased wind production—implying higher quantity available. Increased gas cost results in increased costs to suppliers, hence we’d expect the supply to decrease. Price response is positive. Constant coefficients and magnitude of price response are decreasing in order of zone size. There is one sign of potential model misspecification, however: the direction of the gas coefficient for the western zone is positive when we’d expect this to be negative. This may be a case of spurious correlation; in either case the value this is multiplied to is relatively small19 and varies monthly in data, so the misspecification is relatively minor. 19



Gas prices stay below 20 USD for the sample.
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Table 9: Hourly MWH Supply per Zone Variable



Houston



P



499.0213† 214.07†



Gas



-3536.034† -1427.451† -359.12† 2.3539†



Windspeed 95.632† Constant



North



8.9477†



South



West



52.4324† 1.92199†



11.2796† 3.5159†



12448.48† 3687.357† 2403.70† 487.249†



Notes: Demand shifters: CDD, HDD †: 99% significance level, **: 95%, * 90%



Table 10 reports cost estimates for each transmission firm using a number of specifications. The regressand used in the first through fourth specifications are firm cost per quarter and annum. The log specification is included for comparison purposes only. As mentioned previously, the log specification has the wrong interpretation for the model; what is required is the coefficient esitmates to be multiplied to the (arithmetic) average usage case. For the simulation I use the firm-specific linear cost specification. This specification gives declining average total costs over the domain of usage for all five firms, and a constant marginal transmission cost for each firm.



6.2



Simulation Outcomes



This section reports the rate outcomes of the simulation. At present these numbers apply to an analysis of 2007 – 2010; as discussed before this allows me to bypass the 2003–2006 period with an additional overlapping zone. Table 11 reviews the rates that would be charged under the optimal second-best policy and actual cost-of-service policies. The first noticeable pattern is that generally second-best rates are within the same range as cost-of-service counterparts. Second, while no consumer type is charged lower than marginal transmission cost, BUSNO consumers, with their relatively small total demand 39



Table 10: Transmission Costs Estimates Variable 1 2 3 CP q 4.485298† 4.46811† 4.337335† ln(q) 1.06e+07† cons TNMP q 4.485298† 4.247355† 4.337335† ln(q) 1.06e+07† cons TCC q 4.485298† 5.283154† 4.337335† ln(q) cons 1.06e+07† TNC q 4.485298† 5.912073† 4.337335† ln(q) cons 1.06e+07† TXU q 4.485298† 4.451184 4.337335† 1.102132† ln(q) cons 1.06e+07† N 153 153 153 2 R .9054 .9066 .8429 Notes: 1: Cost 2: Firm-Specific Cost 3: Cost with Constant 4: Firm-Specific Cost with Constant 5: Log 6: Log with Constant 7: Firm-Specific Log 8: Firm-Specific Log with Constant †: 99% significance level, **: 95%, *: 90% (5) and (7) exhibit autocorrelation issues
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4.316332† 1.102132† .87169† 1.0744† 1.14e+07† 4.681087†



.70087† 6.5875†



2.743431† 1.102132† .87169† 1.1082† 1.14e+07† 4.681087†



.67686† 6.5875†



4.691883† 1.14e+07†



1.102132† .87169† 1.10645† .70087† 4.681087† 6.5875†



3.947172† 1.102132† .87169† 1.1336† 1.14e+07† 4.681087†



.69076† 6.5875†



4.322392† .87169† 1.14e+07† 153 153 .8438 .9990



.690758† 6.5875† 153 .9148



1.0873† 4.681087† 153 153 .9029 .9993



profile, are charged significantly less under the SB policy than under the COS policy. The breakdown for these second-best uniform tariffs can be found in table 12, which contains the Lerner index, direct market effect, indirect market effect, and scaled inverse elasticity. The direct and indirect market effects can be seen as the dollar impact a tariff change has on the market. The first observation is that the direct market effect is fairly large 40



Table 11: MWH Transmission Rate Comparison by Transmission Firm Market Participant First-Best Second-Best Cost of Service Customer Count CP BUS 4.47 10.93 16.64 113,376 CP BUSIDR 4.47 7.49 17.69 3,482 CP BUSNO 4.47 9.34 20.79 124,119 CP RES 4.47 40.46 22.98 17,922,09 TCC BUS 5.28 13.37 16.96 79,139 TCC BUSIDR 5.28 11.21 16.00 608 TCC BUSNO 5.28 12.04 20.88 26,621 TCC RES 5.28 31.23 19.34 643,205 TNC BUS 5.91 19.56 9.28 21,246 TNC BUSIDR 5.91 19.65 16.00 342 TNC BUSNO 5.91 21.97 33.78 17,700 TNC RES 5.91 27.14 24.50 144,029 TNMP BUS 4.25 18.68 28.32 19,795 TNMP BUSIDR 4.25 15.20 30.36 183 TNMP BUSNO 4.25 18.36 36.48 12,883 TNMP RES 4.25 45.68 21.44 183,676 TXU BUS 4.45 13.38 18.96 186,730 TXU BUSIDR 4.45 12.51 18.92 5,414 TXU BUSNO 4.45 13.72 21.93 209,508 TXU RES 4.45 13.27 18.56 2,611,371 All values statistically significant at 99% level from bootstrap except TNMP and TXU business; these are significant at the 95% level for all consumer types: this is a scaling that a tariff change has on generator markup. Also, the indirect impact is quite small. The second observation is that the percentage markup on each type is fairly large—ranging from 15% to 90%; yet each markup is roughly within the same range as markups under the same transmission firm.



6.3



Social Welfare under Optimal Policy and Alternatives



Table 13 shows the welfare under a first-best, second-best, and cost-of-service policy. Consumer welfare under the second-best policy fares better overall than under the cost-of-service policy. In absolute terms, net consumer welfare increases by roughly 5% overall. Relative to the cost-of-service rate, the second-best rate reclaims roughly 73% of the deadweight loss in the market between net consumer surplus and the efficiency of the COS rule. Gross consumer 41



Table 12: Unweighted Second-Best Direct, Indirect, and Other Revenue Market Effects by Transmission Firm by MWH Market Participant CP BUS CP BUSIDR CP BUSNO CP RES TCC BUS TCC BUSIDR TCC BUSNO TCC RES TNC BUS TNC BUSIDR TNC BUSNO TNC RES TNMP BUS TNMP BUSIDR TNMP BUSNO TNMP RES TXU BUS TXU BUSIDR TXU BUSNO TXU RES



Lerner Index 59.13% 36.21% 72.23% 15.89% 15.19% 15.47% 21.04% 83.1% 69.77% 69.91% 73.09% 78.21% 77.26% 72.06% 76.87% 90.7% 66.73% 64.43% 67.56% 81.66%



Direct Effect -24.67 -30.31 -24.32 -24.28 -5.30 -5.57 -5.18 -5.09 -38.68 -43.60 -37.562 -37.561 -20.32 -23.13 -19.91 -19.25 -12.49 -15.00 -12.52 -10.94



Indirect Effect 0.59 0.36 0.72 0.16 0.15 0.21 0.07 0.93 0.81 0.84 0.69 0.44 0.62 0.43 0.15 0.14 0.46 0.272 0.473 0.22



Scaled Inverse elasticity 2.012 2.99 2.14 1.33 0.52 0.52 0.49 0.59 1.73 1.95 1.69 1.67 1.39 1.52 1.39 1.26 1.07 1.29 1.06 1.05



surplus increases 2.9 billion USD, and when netted of fixed fees a 1.5 billion USD increase is realized.20 Producer surplus (generator profits) fare well also. Generators receive 6% more revenue under the second-best Ramsey pricing rule. The specific amount of annual welfare under a first-best policy increase would cover 89% of generation subsidies paid for by the state of Texas ($ 1.25 billion and $1.4 billion, respectively). Under a second-best policy producer surplus would cover 33% of generation subsidies ($558 million of $1.7 billion, respectively). Under the first-best policy, firms require a transfer. Under a cost-of-service policy all transmission firms except TNC turn a profit. Transfers under a COS regime is distinct from a FB regime. In the first-best case, a transfer is handled through a fixed fee proportioned 20



The political economy question of from which groups to collect the fixed fee is out of the scope of this paper. Net values reported reflect collection directly from gross welfare.
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Table 13: Average Quarterly-Hour Welfare Breakdown In Thousands USD Participant/Area FB SB COS ∆ % SB-COS CP BUS 12.77 11.92 11.36 0.55 64.82% CP BUSIDR 62.73 61.08 53.14 7.93 479.43% CP BUSNO 5.77 5.48 4.75 0.73 253.93% CP RES 38.26 31.72 35.4 -3.68 -56.32% TCC BUS 12.78 11.86 11.47 0.39 42.67% TCC BUSIDR 14.73 13.81 12.99 0.83 90.47% TCC BUSNO 1.63 1.53 1.38 0.15 150.92% TCC RES 22.32 20.21 21.29 -1.08 -51.26% TNC BUS 1.04 0.9 1.14 -0.24 -171.89% TNC BUSIDR 4.1 3.5 3.93 -0.43 -71.12% TNC BUSNO 0.56 0.48 0.4 0.08 94.67% TNC RES 0.41 0.35 0.37 -0.02 -33.27% TNMP BUS 1.96 1.64 1.46 0.19 58.8% TNMP BUSIDR 3.3 2.86 2.23 0.63 142.15% TNMP BUSNO 0.62 0.53 0.42 0.11 121.58% TNMP RES 2.8 2.22 2.6 -0.38 -65.31% TXU BUS 18.63 16.91 15.84 1.06 61.54% TXU BUSIDR 114.13 104.25 95.86 8.39 84.9% TXU BUSNO 10.88 9.86 8.89 0.97 94.83% TXU RES 24.63 21.41 22.67 -1.26 -39.09% CS Subtotal 354.05 322.49 307.59 14.9 47.22% H 102.5 97.32 89.22 8.11 60.99% S 24.86 23.07 22.27 0.79 30.89% W 29.24 25.85 24.93 0.93 21.35% N 107.9 98.49 92.37 6.11 39.41% PS Subtotal 264.5 244.73 228.79 15.94 44.64% CP -22.38 0 8.56 TCC -9.45 0 0.585 TNC -3.19 0 -0.36 TNMP -3.32 0 0.613 TXU -40.04 0 11.34 Net Welfare 578.52 567.22 536.02 42.5 73% Gross Welfare 618.55 567.22 536.37 82.17 37.5% Annual Net 20,271,174 19,875,486 18,782,113 1,093,373 73% Annual Gross 21,674,140 19,875,487 18,794,731 1,080,755 37.5% Notes: ∆: Total Improvement, SB vs. COS % SB-COS: Net Improvement, (SB-COS)/(FB-COS). Gross < Net since COS is higher before being netted of fixed costs All net consumer surplus values averaged by customer counts in table 11
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to consumers. If transmission firms in a cost-of-service situation required a transfer, this transfer cannot be charged to consumers; this amount would need to be raised through outside sources such as taxes or government financing.



7



Conclusions



Many electricity markets have restructured while retaining legacy pricing policies. These policies employ cost-of-service regulation that generally ignore economic factors. Ignoring these effects causes large distortions on consumption and production decisions in electricity. In Texas, the Public Utility Commission uses a modified cost-of-service rate that charges a tariff to cover total transmission costs. The modification uses as average costs the total cost divided by a measure of the maximum quantity during an observed market period. In addition to economic distortions caused by cost-of-service policies, this introduces additional distortions by over-emphasizing the impact of the maximum system demand, ignoring demand elasticities among consumer types, and the impact of regulating on firm’s consumers has on other firms and consumers. In this paper I model these interactions and show the relative winners and losers under each of the policies. Compared to the cost-of-service rate, a second-best Ramsey pricing rule would alleviate up to 73% of dead-weight loss and mostly cover currently implemented generation subsidies. However, this would come at the expense of some transmission firms earning lower profits and some customer types cross-subsidizing other types under the same transmission company. Further work to expand the precision of this project would include employing a more expansive variable transmission costs dataset that incorporates physical infrastructure topology. Also, further work is needed to determine how transmission tariffs affect generation bidding decisions in the residual demand spot market. Finally, an extension incorporating endogenous network transmission expansion (and the impact to consumer welfare and gen-
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erator market power) is essential for expansive policy evaluation.
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Appendix A: Ramsey Pricing review Ramsey pricing (also known as Ramsey-Boiteux pricing) is a set up a regulator uses to achieve the second-best welfare outcome. This is achieved by the regulator maximizing social welfare in a market consisting of a multi-product regulated firm. Formally,



max



X



Pi



SWi (Pi )



(38)



i



subject to



X



X Pi Qi (Pi ) − C( Qi (Pi )) ≥ F



i



(39)



i



where C and F represent the firms variable and fixed costs of production respectively. The set of prices {Pi } which maximizes the sum of welfare can be characterized by the Lerner index λ Qi (Pi ) ∂Pi Pi − Ci0 = · Pi 1 + λ Pi ∂Qi where Ci0 =



∂C ∂Qi ∂Qi ∂Pi



(40)



is the marginal cost in market i and λ can be interpreted as the social



cost of relaxing the breakeven constraint. This result a scaling of the inverse elasticity (or monopoly pricing outcome) by the relative impact on social cost (the



λ 1+λ



term).



For a comprehensive review, see Laffont and Tirole [1993].



Appendix B: Other Specification Results Demand Specifications This subsection reports the results of pooled OLS estimation and fixed effects across geographic zones, weatherzones, and firms. These results are found in 14, which contains estimate results for weekly estimates.
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-.3357613* .0015983* .0048794* 71.14437**



P +T CDD HDD Constant



-.2386958 .0009587 .0044349* 17.3745



2



-.2535126 .0116759† .007369† 115.2517†



BUSIDR 1



-.5343356† .0130115† .0097037† 250.666†



2



1st FStat Supply shifters: windspeed, natural gas ∗ †: 99% significance level, **: 95%, *: 90% 1: Pooled IV regression 2: Zone, Weather zone, Firm fixed effects IV regression



BUS 1



Type Model



-.0078412* .0000412* .0001279* 1.779212**



BUSNO 1



-.0050934 .0000278 .0001184* .3648948



2



Table 14: Monthly Demand Estimates in MWH



-.159881* .0008013 .0026114* 34.41361**



RES 1



-.121531 .0004829 .0023867* 9.250813



2



Table 15: GWh Monthly Zone Estimates, 2002 – 2003, 2007 – 2010 Zone P0 Gas Windspeed Houston 37.391† -214.651† -158.97† North 11.08† -62.51† -40.04† 3.3** -15.89† -13.11† South West 2.11† -10.27† -3.133 P0 instrumented by CDD and HDD †: 99% Confidence Lever, **: 95%, *: 90%



Constant 2,946.24† 797.69† 456.17† 120.85†



Alternative Supply Specifications This section includes an alternative supply specification considered: monthly average outcome estimates.



Transmission Cost Specifications An alternative cost specification of interest includes looking at average transmission cost per line-mile. Table 16 records these estimates. I use a quadratic specification here, and note that the square term here is the sum of square observations over a quarter, rather than the square of the quarterly sum. One can see that the cost per line mile is roughly equivalent between all firms. However, this gives an interpretation that average costs (and more importantly, marginal costs) are increasing as a function of firm size. However, this does not correspond to what is understood about transmission firms, in that average costs are decreasing.
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Table 16: Alternative Transmission Costs Estimates Variable Cost-lines



Cost-lines firm-specific



CP q -.0009798** -.0018136 2 q 2.70e-06† 4.58e-6** TCC q -.0009798** .0013078** 2 2.70e-06† 6.78e-7 q TNC q -.0009798** .0016215 2 2.70e-06† .0000198 q TNMP q -.0009798** .0090386 q2 2.70e-06† .000438 TXU q -.0009798** .0006947† 2.70e-06† -424e-7† q2 N 103 103 2 R .67 .67 1: Cost 2: Firm-Specific Cost Log †: 99% significance level, **: 95%, *: 90%
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